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Memories from the 1980s  
Frans Andriessen, Commissioner for Competition, 1981 – 1985 

In the 1981-1985 period DG IV/DG Competition and Commissioner Frans 
Andriessen had to deal with many State aid and antitrust cases. As far as 
State aid was concerned the steel dossier was by far the most complex one. 
Both on substance and polically. The most high-profile antitrust case was 
without doubt the one against IBM. 

 

In the beginning of the eighties the 
European steel industry went through a 
severe crisis as a consequence of great 
overcapacity. Most Member States opted 
for State aid to help steel factories 
survive. Moreover, many of those factories 
were located in regions already affected 
by the closure of coal mines. Hence the 
highly political character of the steel 
dossier. It happened to be one of the 
trickiest subjects of the Thorn Commission. 

State aid distorted competition for those – 
mostly modern – factories which operated 
without any aid. There was consensus that 
the sector required capacity reduction and 
modernisation. There was however quite a 
difference of views on the modalities and 
the timeframe both within the Commission 
and with Member States. 

Under the leadership of Frans Andriessen, 
DG IV opted for a consequent and 
effective approach: the more State aid, the 
more capacity reduction. This approach 
would ultimately have the upper hand. 
Nationalisation and share buy-in by 
governments were equally considered as 
State aid necessitating capacity reduction. 
The same doctrine was followed in 2010 
for the banking sector. 

The antitrust case against IBM pitted the 
European Commission, relatively 
unfamiliar with the new and rapidly 
developing sector of mainframe 
computers and peripheral equipment, 
against an American giant of some 
100,000 employees and US$10 billion in 
revenues in Europe alone. A so-called 
statement of objections sent to IBM in 
December 1980 for abuse of a dominant 
position was 1,000 pages long, and IBM’s 
response 8,000! 

The U.S. Administration pressed the 
Commission to abandon its case, notably 
in a meeting in Washington D.C. in 
November 1981 between Frans 
Andriessen and U.S. Attorney General 
William Baxter. Starved with a strong cup 
of coffee (a tepid watery coffee in a 
styrofoam cup), Andriessen was jet-
lagged, grumpy and in no mood to give in. 
Early in 1982 Baxter dropped the 13-year-
long case against IBM (as well as a long 
standing case against AT&T), while urging 
the European Commission not to force IBM 
to disclose the interfaces on its mainframe 
computers to its competitors. 
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After much toing and froing the 
Commission and IBM suspended the case 
in August 1984 on the basis of IBM’s 
commitment to open the market to 
producers of compatible peripheral 
equipment. A remarkable feat for both the 
Commissioner and DG IV/DG Competition. 
But also an important development for the 
producers of compatible peripheral 
computing equipment who had 
complained for a good number of years. 

Little could one predict then that two new, 
broadly similar cases would be opened 
against IBM in 2010, only to be closed and 
settled again in 2011. But that is for a 
more recent chapter in DG Competition’s 
60-year-long history.


